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This book has large pictures for looking and talking, surrounded by small, labelled pictures of 1000

of the most familiar things, to build up and practice French vo cabulary. This is backed up by an

alphabetical word list wit h pronunciation guides. ' --This text refers to an alternate Paperback

edition.
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This book is incredibly helpful from children ages 6 all the way up to adults. You can be in French 1

in high school or AP French in college. No matter which way you go, this book helps you review for

all the common French words that no tourist should be without. What's that word for watermelon?

How about bathroom? Oh, dang, I forgot how to say tooth! Well, just review the pages of this book

and its cute little pictures, and you'll remember in no time. It's also great if you're trying to teach

young children their 2nd language, which I recommend, because children learn easier. This book

will be fun for them, and for you to brush up on your French!

My 2-year old girl loves this book. I am originally French and want my daughter to be fluent. I speak

to her exclusively in French but there are a lot of words that one tends to miss in day-to-day

conversation. This book has helped me tremendously to build up her vocabulary. Each page

features a different theme (School, Farm, Garden...) She likes to select the page herself and identify

all that she knows in the illustration. There are also "action verbs", "opposites" etc. It features a lot



more than I thought. I bought a similar book in France last year but get much more use out of this

one.

This was my second "First Thousand Words" book, the other being Japanese. They are similar as

far as the drawings, but the words are different of course.Here is what I like about the book: There

are no English translations on the main pages. There is a list of the English words and French

words in the glossary, but on each page with the picture, the French word is listed under the

individual picture of the object. This is great because it makes your brain link the actual object to the

French word, not to an English word for the object. You see an apple and you think "pomme!"

instead of looking at the apple, seeing "apple" and then translating "pomme". It is the method used

by Rosetta Stone.These 1000 words are good, everyday words. You learn everything from animals

to colors, relatives to actions, airports to homes. The words are useful, and they are good for

building vocabulary. Of course there are not conjugations (for verbs or adjectives), but often the

male and female words are listed in those instances where both are applicable.It's a great little

resource that I like to peek through every now and again. Worth buying used for sure.

Very cute book for children (or beginners learning French). It is a picture with the French word

association book. Fun pictures and fun book. In the back of the book is a word list with the French

and English word.

Purchased this book to introduce French to my children, thinking it they were interested we would

study it further. Love the colorful pictures, helpful dictionary and pronunciation guide the back, and

simplicity of style. Purchased this book (used) in Spanish and it is identical except for the words. :)

Would love to have this book in other languages, too!

First 1000 Words is listed as a children's book to aid in learning French but this is also an excellent

book to help adults learn French. The drawings of objects along with their French names enables

the student to essentially "skip the middle man" of thinking through the English word and the student

begins thinking in French. Additionally the phonetic pronunciations and English counterparts are

listed in the back of the book to clear up any possible confusion. First 1000 Words is great for

children, adults, and children learning French with adults!

My 3 1/2 yr old and I are learning French together and this has been such a huge help. This is an



excellent book for pictures and having the words under them (seperated by categories), but what is

SO great is the link to the pronunciation guide on the internet. The words are pronounced clearly

and are categorized by the corresponding page number in the book. I bought several 'learn french'

books and this one surpassed all other books easily. If you don't need phrases and just want the

words, this is the book.

Got this one and the Spanish version to share with the grandkids like I did an earlier version with

their mommies when they were little- Huge hit, lots of fun. These books are excellent and

entertaining ways of expanding foundation vocabulary of daily used nouns.
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